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REAL FLAME
WONDERFIRE INSERT GAS
FIREPLACE
$3,667.00

*Price is for the Wonderfire burner with fan
forced box, gather, coal media, Guardette & either
Victorian or Edwardian Surround model only and
does not include optional extras. Please
contact us for more information.

Brand Nectre

Style Insert

Heating Capacity (m2) 45

Efficiency (%) N/A

Emissions (g/kg) N/A

Maximum Log Size N/A

Heating Style N/A

https://fire4u.com.au/brand/nectre/
https://fire4u.com.au/design/insert/
mailto:info@fire4u.com.au
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Real Flame Wonderfire is designed to best suit a period styled home. The natural gas fire will confidently
supply warmth to a 45m2 living space.

Specifications

Megajoules 45

Coverage 45m

 

The Heart of the Heat

We all enjoy the sight of a living, dancing fire, set in a traditional mantel fireplace. But there is the wood to
chop, the fire to set and ash to clean. Unless of course you install a Wonderfire. A Wonderfire looks so real you
could be forgiven for believing the coals or wood logs are real. In fact they are made of ceramics that not only
look realistic but reach their maximum temperature in a matter of minutes. At its heart is a sophisticated
ceramic venturi burner that proportions and premixes the gas to ensure complete combustion. At 1200oC it
gives a real fire glow at the base of the coals or logs. The gases then pass through secondary slots, are mixed
with more air and then burnt again to produce clean flames that dance and shimmer like a real log fire."It's a
system that no other gas fire can match for warmth and effect".

Warmth at the push of the button

The Wonderfire offers the convenience of an electronic
ignition system that incorporates a pilot light for ease of
operation or you might also choose our optional remote
control. Safety is also an important feature of the Wonderfire.
A flame failure device automatically turns the gas off in the event
of the fire going out.

 

OTHER PRODUCT IMAGES
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